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District Vision Statement 
Michigan Center School  - The cutting edge leader in educational advancement empowers all students for life-long success in a changing world. 

 

District Mission Statement 
The mission of Michigan Center School District is to engage, challenge and motivate life-long learners toward excellence through innovation. 
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news & views 

7-12th Grade Music  
 

The Music Program rounded out a busy 2021 with our winter concerts, a trip to 
the University of Michigan, and jazz band caroling around the district!  
 

The High School Symphonic Band visited Revelli Hall at the University 
of Michigan in mid-November to play for an undergraduate music education 
class. Students were a “mock” band for undergraduate students to practice 
teaching, but also received a clinic rehearsal from a doctoral student, a perfor-
mance from a doctoral tuba player, and tours to see the U of M Marching Band 
gear and learn about the history of the bands. We even got to meet 
the U of M Drum Major! Our students received high praise not only on 
their musical performance, but their attitude, flexibility, and willingness 
to learn and take feedback. Go Blue!  

 
For our winter concert cycle, the high school also set a goal to 

spread cheer around the district. The jazz band traveled to Keicher 
during lunch to play tunes like “The Grinch,” and also did a surprise 
performance for the Jr/Sr High before school started on the last day 
before break. All in all, we are proud of our work and looking forward 
to 2022!!  



Michigan Center Schools Health Corner 

With COVID still rampant and influenza picking up, along with the common cold, what is your best 
defense? Handwashing, of course! One of my favorite lessons for the children at Arnold and Keicher is my 
handwashing lesson. The children (and teachers) get to see what germs look like, and how to wash their 
hands properly to reduce the amount of germs on their hands. I educate the children on when it is most 
important to use soap and water versus when sanitizer is ok. I demonstrate the proper way to scrub their 
hands to create friction in all areas, including between the fingers, wrists, and under the fingernails. Then I 
share my "germs" with them. They dont always think that is nice of me. They get to see their germs, wash 
their hands, and then we look again and see how well they did washing their hands. It is so great to see 
how well the children do. Ask your child(ren) about their germs and see what they can tell you.  

Handwashing 101: When washing 
with soap and water, follow the 
following steps. Wet hands, apply 
soap, scrub hands together being 
sure to get all areas of your palms, 
backs of the hands, in between 
fingers, the wrists, and under the 
nails. This should be done for 20 
seconds. Then rinse and dry with a 
clean towel or using a hand dryer. 
You should always use soap and 
water after using the restroom, 
before/during/after handling any 
food products, and any time your 
hands are visibly dirty. If you are 
using an alcohol based hand 
sanitizer, be sure it is over 60% 
alcohol to be effective. You 
will  follow the same scrubbing 
technique as soap and water, 
however, you will continue to rub 
until the sanitizer is dry for it to be 
effective.   
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Michigan Center Schools Balanced Assessment Information 

A Balanced Assessment System is one that includes multiple sources of information.  Different types of as-
sessments have different purposes. An effort is being made at Michigan Center to revisit, build upon, and 
work towards utilizing the information gleaned from different assessment types in the best way possible for 
student growth. 
 
In the last News and Views, we shared information regarding Summative and Benchmark Assess-
ments.  In this edition, we will continue to build upon this Balanced Assessment information and describe 
other assessment types and examples. 
 
Formative Assessments 

 Formative assessment is a process. 
 

 Formative Assessments use learning targets and goal setting — Where are we (teacher and stu-
dents) going?  

 

 Formative Assessments provide evidence of student understanding — What does the student under-
stand now?  

 

 Formative Assessments take place daily in classrooms and provide teachers with quick actionable 
feedback. —How do we (teachers and students) get to the learning target? 

 
 
Examples of Formative Assessments at Michigan Center School District 

 check-in/check-out, exit slips, warm-ups, daily feedback, journal writing, thumbs up/ thumbs down, 
partner think-pair, and share 

 
 
Diagnostic Assessments 

 Diagnostic assessments are designed to provide more information about student understanding of 
content, including possible misconceptions or gaps in knowledge. 

 

 Diagnostic Assessments’ purpose is not just to certify that a student knows or can do something; it 
provides information on the processes and interrelation of content. 

 

 Diagnostic Assessments identify potential learning strengths and difficulties and/or areas that require 
further development. They provide teachers with information to inform the next steps.  

 
 
Examples of Diagnostic Assessments at Michigan Center School District 

 Intervention specific information-Fountas and Pinnell, reading records, iReady Math 
 
 
What’s Next? 
In January 2022: 
-Parent/Guardian Survey results will be reviewed 
-Student Surveys will be administered  
-Mid-Year Benchmark Assessments will be administered to 
students in Kindergarten-12th Grade 
-Diagnostic Assessments will be administered as needed. 


